offers an addendum to both Koven's and Richardson's readings of the relationship between middle-class women and urban space in the late nineteenth century. It also seeks to nuance Ross's use of middle-class women's writings to reconstruct the Victorian working-class mother in her study Love and Toil, through consideration of how these observers' uncertain ideas about their own professional position shape their depiction of the women of East London. 6 Webb's 'Pages' fluctuates between an intimate representation of the women Webb encountered while undercover in a workshop on the Mile End Road, and a more distant, objective view of these working women, as she seemingly alternates between her former and current roles as rent collector and social investigator. As her private diaries indicate, much of 'Pages' is copied straight from the notes Webb took during her investigation; however, there are some significant additions and changes to the original material that will be examined later. 7 When interviewed in 1895 for The Young Woman magazine, Webb trivialized her article as a 'romantic' adventure and set it against her other 'more solid work of investigation', but when describing the same piece of research in her later autobiography My Apprenticeship (1928), Webb defined it in terms of objective observation, suggesting that she herself never knew entirely where to place 'Pages' on the spectrum between 'romance' and 'science'. 8 After investigating Webb's text more fully, I examine Collet's later text 'Undercurrents', which, while more clearly a work of romance than a piece of short fiction, can be seen to engage in a debate similar to that of 'Pages', since Collet also equivocates between middle-class female involvement and distance from East London's slums. For Collet, however, the vocabulary of this debate has been transformed, in line with the growing influence of eugenicist thinkers such as Francis
Galton and Karl Pearson, as well as with a general shift in tone following the 1870
Education Act, as mothers -working-class mothers especially -were seen to bear a new responsibility towards their children. 9 Thus in 'Undercurrents', Collet's uncertainty about the role of the middle-class woman in the spaces of the urban poor is represented via a tension between the ideologies of civic and biological maternalism, with her heroine having to choose between becoming a 'mother' to the poor, or a biological mother to the next generation of the middle classes. In Imagined Londons, Pamela Gilbert writes that there are no Londons other than those of the imagination. From multiple perspectives, in diverse historical circumstances, people have turned their faces toward the city, and created it as the site and embodiment of communities of their dreams and necessities. 10 As the setting of Collet's and Webb's investigations, the East End in the two texts is imagined as a fraught and inconsistent space, shaped by the conflicting visions of its middle-class female visitors and its working-class inhabitants.
I Beatrice Webb, 'Pages from a Work-Girl's Diary'
As David Feldman documents in this issue, by the late 1880s, public concern about the 'sweat shops' of East London was significant. This concern, which connected the practice of 'sweating' with the recent influx of Russian Jews into the East London clothing trade, merged with a longer-standing public preoccupation with the plight of the vulnerable and exploited seamstress -now seen as particularly victimized by the ruthless Jewish 'sweater'. In 1888, Webb sought to address the issue with the publication of 'Pages', which detailed her experiences while working as an undercover researcher in a workshop ' We had a rough lot to begin with, had to weed them out of the old inhabitants -now only take in men with regular employment.' The practical problem of management: are the tenants to be picked, all doubtful or inconvenient persons excluded or are the former inhabitants to be housed so long as they are decently respectable? May have some rough work to do, but am gaining experience. 16 While it is this visible authority as a rent collector that she most desires to relinquish during her investigation of the East End workshop, when disguised as a working woman Webb also struggles to maintain her invisible authority as an undercover observer. The confident narrative tone of Webb's diary entries concerning her rent collecting is not replicated in 'Pages', as her new identity seemingly prevents her from imposing an authoritative, investigatory gaze upon the urban scene. As a working girl,
Webb becomes an insignificant participant in her setting and, moreover, feels herself to be so. When she is first rejected for employment Webb worries that her costume is not 'This will never do,' angrily remarks the mistress. And then, perceiving the culprit by her side, she adds sternly: 'This won't do -this work won't suit me; you want to go and learn somewhere else first. This will never do -this won't suit me,' she repeats slowly as she pulls the work to pieces. 'You'll soon learn,' she says kindly; 'you must watch me fix this, and then you can do the next yourself.' Directed and encouraged by her kindness, I work on, in a calmer frame of mind, listening to the conversation of my neighbours.
('Pages', p. 311)
As Webb identifies with the group she has set out to investigate, the question about influence returns, since she seems unable at this moment to uphold the position she claims for herself as an uninvolved social scientist. Rather, she returns to a more personal relationship with the East End that is reminiscent of her diary writings about her work with the Katharine Buildings:
15th September 1885 […] The account she and her husband gave of the class we all have to do with is much the same as I should give with my small experience, minus certain lovable qualities which only a lady rouses into activity and appreciates. The importance of the music hall to the women's experiences of sexuality is underlined again by Webb, who depicts it as central to their lives outside of the workshop:
'I say, Milly,' shouts one to the other, 'you tell that bl-y brother of yours that I waits 'alf and 'our for 'im houtside the Paragon last night. I'll be blessed before I serves as 'is Round the Corner * ag'in. 'Owever, at last, I says to * East End slang term for the lady you take to the theatre or the music hall.
myself, "a watched kittle niver biles," so I walks in by myself. In reproducing the women's discussions of their 'sweet'earts', Webb uses their sexuality to reinforce the objective distance between herself and the figures of her study.
In both her mimicking of the women's cockney accents and her description of their courtship practices, Webb returns to analysing the East End women anthropologically (p. 312). However, when the investigator encounters a different story about the women's sexuality -one that accords with narratives of sexual danger -she remains publicly silent. In her private diary, for instance, Webb details a conversation where she is told that one of the female workers 'has had three babies by her father, and another here has had one by her brother', whereas in the published version all evidence of this exchange is erased except for the telling sentence 'and here follow horrible details of the domestic vice and unnatural crime which disgrace the so-called "Christian" life of East London'. He had been lecturing about three quarters of an hour, and the burst of applause consequent on the exhibition of an exquisitely beautiful slide had just subsided when a shrill voice made itself heard throughout the room. 'That's my 'usband, that is. My! ain't he a toff? Three cheers for Frankie!' Every one turned round. Standing on a form to which she had pushed her way after the lecture had begun was a pretty girl of about eighteen, dressed like a respectable factory girl and obviously and completely drunk. Two girls behind her wearing the plush hat and feathers of the lower class of factory girl were giggling at their companion's demonstration. It transpires that Mollie inherited her alcoholism from her mother -a secret that was kept from her husband before he married her. Rust informs Marian that about three months after we were married I came home to our cottage at Bow and found my wife with her, both -as you saw her the other night. Her mother had been in Colney Hatch for several months, insane through drink. She had been out for a few days cured for a time, had found out where Mollie was staying, and had celebrated the event. She is such a gentle loving hearted girl and yet she is doomed, Drinking (and therefore often heavy-pawning) wives were subject to literal battering by their husbands and to figurative battering by the poor-law, the COS, and other agencies. Mothers' heavy drinking and their concomitant neglect and mismanagement of their infants figure in many Old Bailey cases, for their dereliction had dire consequences for their families. Shall those who are diseased, shall those who are nighest to the brute, have the right to reproduce their like? Shall the reckless, the idle, be they poor or wealthy, those who follow mere instinct without reason, be the parents of the future generations? Shall the consumptive father not be socially branded when he hands down misery to his offspring, and inefficient citizens to the state? It is difficult to conceive any greater race crime.
32
In 'Undercurrents', Mollie's disease comes from within, and its transmission via reproduction is represented as a 'race crime'. The working-class female body is thus the symbol of social contagion and degeneration for Collet, and Rust's horror at Mollie's pregnancy emphasizes the idea that this contagion is the inevitable biological heritage of the working classes: 'and now that she is expecting to become a mother she is sore at the horror that I feel at having caused one more wretched being to drag out a miserable existence. God help them both!' (p. 24).
It is this grotesque caricature of working-class motherhood that enables Marian to resolve her own uncertainties about her place in society, as she takes up Mollie's cause in an effort to restore the young woman's innocence and redeem her for her husband.
Although Marian had previously doubted her maternal capabilities, she is now it is a grander privilege than we know, to be able thus to contribute something towards the progress of mankind, by the evolution of the higher forms of humanity, and a severe repression of all that is lowest in the type. 34 With the killing off of Mollie, Collet can be seen to engage in this 'severe repression' of a degraded East End community, whose fate was determined from the outset. Coupled with Mollie's replacement by Miss Jenner and Marian, the female investigator reveals that the public role of the middle-class woman can only be justified via fantasies of 'pure' motherhood and nightmares of a socially and racially degenerate East London. 
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